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CERAMILL DRS PRODUCTION KIT +
THE NEXT STEP TOWARDS THE DIGITAL FUTURE

 3Shape (validated)
 Medit (validated)
 I-Tero (validated)
 Others

CASE-SHARING

PRODUCTION KIT

3rd Party IOS

Expand your practice capabilities with open, validated single-visit dentistry workflows with the Ceramill DRS Production
Kit+. Amann Girrbach's digital dream team - Ceramill DRS and AG.Live - exemplify the future of digital dentistry and are
now growing even closer together.
The new Ceramill DRS Production Kit+ is now available as a CAD/CAM extension in combination with the intraoral scanners
from any manufacturer. Benefit from process-safe in-house production of single crowns and small bridges in high quality - as
open and flexible as you want it to be.
AG.Live, the leading open cloud platform for managing digital dental workflows, gives you all the support you need. The platform
connects the dental practice and laboratory to provide seamless communication including the exchange of files regarding your
patient case.
The dream team of AG.Live and the Ceramill DRS Production Kit+ allows you to offer Single Visit Dentistry or Same Day Dentistry
in your own practice without having to invest in an additional intraoral scanner.*
With the Ceramill DRS workflow, you can create single-tooth restorations easily and quickly in just a few steps: upload the scan
files to AG.Live. Design the restoration with just a few clicks. Start production on the Ceramill Motion DRS - and finished!

THE ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
 Expand your practice capabilities: Offer Single-Visit or
Same-Day Dentistry with unsurpassed quality and esthetics.

 Benefit from high-quality restorations: A perfect fit due to
validated materials and milling strategies.

 Make use of existing potential: Expand the capabilities of
your practice with the comfort of using your existing intraoral scanner.

 Improve working together with your laboratory: The digital
connection via AG.Live makes communication child's play.

*T
 he file upload (.stl, .ply) of the following intraoral scanners has been validated by Amann Girrbach:
3shape, Medit, I-Tero. In addition, all other intraoral files (.stl, .ply) can also be used.

OUTSTANDING PRODUCTION: WITH THE CERAMILL MOTION DRS
The 4-axis Ceramill Motion DRS CNC machine delivers perfect and highly esthetic milling results within just 15 minutes with the
most common materials. All materials, as well as milling strategies and tools, are validated together with the respective manufacturers and offer top safety and long-term stability for the restoration.
THE ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
 All-In-One: stand-alone 4-axis CNC machine with integrated tank, compressor and tool drawer
 Safe application: guided operation, illustrated work steps and maintenance videos can be played through the touch display
 Easy support: integrated camera facilitates servicing
 Mix-ups impossible: via RFID tool holders and tools
 Efficient working due to own computing unit: while the machine is working, the next patient can already be scanned

Ordering information:

Ceramill DRS Production Kit + incl. AG.Live basic functions

Ceramill DRS High Speed Zirconia Kit

Includes: 181500, 181400, software license for the 1st year, Ceramill
DRS notebook depending on country, installation*, instruction and
intensive training*, material starter package (2x 751004, 2x 751006,
2x 751008, 1x 179601, 5x IPS e.max CAD - free choice of shade)

181900	Ceramill Therm DRS high-speed sintering furnace for zirconia
with external display incl. accessories case

181400	Ceramill Motion DRS 4-axis grinding/milling machine incl.
water tank, compressor, code scanner
181500	Ceramill Mind DRS – dongle CAD/CAM software
incl. Auto-articulator + Trusmile + Nesting module

Accessories – Ceramill Therm DRS
181901

Accessory case (includes )

178755 Sintering pearls 
181902 Forceps 
181903 Sintering bowl 

Ceramill DRS notebook – choose from:

181904 Sintering base 

German (181551), US (181552), Italy ABZ (181554), Spain ABE (181555),
Poland AKD (181556), Netherlands ABH (181557), Croatia BED (181558),
Switzerland UUZ (181559), Denmark ABY (181560), Belgium UUG (181561),
France ABF (181562), Canada (181563)

181905 Firing tray 
761936 Ceramic pins 10 pieces 
181906 Cooling plate 
181907 Heating element

Material Starter Package
2x 751004

Roto RFID 2.0 Diamond BLG (for glass ceramic + composite)

2x 751006

Roto RFID 1.0 Diamond BLG (for glass ceramic + composite)

2x 751008

Roto RFID 0.4 Diamond BLG (for glass ceramic + composite)

1x 179601

Cooling Liquid (125 ml) + Filter (10x)

5x		

IPS e.max CAD C14 (free choice of shade)

Accessories – Ceramill Motion DRS
179601 Cooling Liquid (125 ml) + Filter (10x)
751004 Roto RFID 2.0 Diamond BLG (for glass ceramic + composite)
751006 Roto RFID 1.0 Diamond BLG (for glass ceramic + composite)
751008 Roto RFID 0.4 Diamond BLG (for glass ceramic + composite)
751010 Roto RFID 2.5 DC BLM (for zirconia + acrylic)
751011

Roto RFID 1.0 DC BLM (for zirconia + acrylic)

751012

Roto RFID 0.6 DC BLM (for zirconia + acrylic)

181410 Ceramill Motion DRS – Milling set for zirconia

181908 Thermoelement

Technical data - Ceramill Therm DRS
Dimensions D/W/H 390 x 300 x 484 mm
Weight 50 kg
Power rating 230V / 50-60Hz
Maximum output 3.5 kW
Maximum temperature 1,600°C
Technical data – Ceramill DRS notebook
Mobile workstation specially configured for DRS full system requirements;
operating mode designed for 24/7; all software components run at highest performance; 3 year warranty worldwide; specification: Windows 10 Pro 64, NVIDIA
Quadro RTX 3000 6GB graphics, 32 GB (2x16) DDR4 2666, Corporate Ready IOPT,
Intel Core i7-10750H processor, 17.3“ monitor
Technical data – Ceramill Motion DRS
Dimensions D/W/H 490 x 580 x 580 mm
Weight 66 kg
Power rating 100-230 V / 50-60 Hz
Maximum output 250 W
Accuracy ≤ 5 μm
Permissible temperature range 18-30 ° C

Interchangeable drawer with special filter for milling zirconia plus
Cooling Liquid and Rotos
Additional accessories
181571 Ceramill Uni-Cart

Additional materials can be found in the Ceramill DRS brochure on
our homepage at Services/Downloads/Catalogs Brochures

181573 Power supply holder with screws for Ceramill Uni-Cart
181574 Protective foil keyboard laptop
181575 Mouse

* only included in direct sales
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